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1.1 Conservation Areas in Warrington
Warrington is a town of over 190,000 inhabitants situated astride the River Mersey valley
mid-way between Liverpool and Manchester. A town with a history which can be traced to at least
Roman times, it became a major industrial and communications centre during the 19thC. In 1968
Warrington was designated as a New Town and in subsequent years has undergone substantial
expansion in population, commerce, and the geographic spread of the urban area.
The retention of the traditional town centre as the principal shopping centre for the expanded
town necessitated major redevelopment and highways construction which regrettably involved the
loss of some areas of heritage value. In recognition of the importance of preserving as much as
possible of the town’s surviving legacy of historic buildings and areas, the Council of the day took
advantage of legislation introduced in 1967 to designate a number of Conservation Areas. The first
of these, the Town Hall Conservation Area, was designated in April 1972.
Bridge Street Conservation Area is one of 7 conservation areas within the historic centre of the
town. Although these are in close proximity to one another, their characters are quite distinct,
ranging from the Town Hall Conservation Area with its fine civic buildings in their parkland setting,
to Bewsey Street a residential area of some Georgian character. (See Figure 1)
Bridge Street Conservation Area by contrast represents the retail core of the town centre and
contains many fine commercial buildings of the Victorian and Edwardian eras. When it was
designated in 1980, Bridge Street was considered to be the finest example of a shopping street of the
Victorian/Edwardian era in Cheshire after Chester’s Eastgate Street.
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1 INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1 : Town Centre Conservation Areas

Conservation areas create a framework within which to safeguard the character of a whole area
by acknowledging the contribution of individual buildings, street patterns and the spaces between
buildings. One of the important consequences of designation is the requirement to obtain consent for
the demolition of unlisted buildings. This provides an opportunity to consider the contribution they
may make to the street scene and to local heritage.
Conservation area designation does not prohibit new development, but those promoting new
development in a conservation area must aim to preserve or enhance the character or appearance of
the area. This means that high standards of design and materials must be adopted based upon an
adequate understanding of the character of the area. Generally, however, there will be a presumption
against the demolition of buildings which contribute to the heritage value of the street scene.
Where buildings outside the conservation area are considered to contribute to its setting, any
proposals affecting them must take into account their impact upon the character and appearance of
the adjacent conservation area.

Bridge Street Conservation Area Appraisal 2006

The statutory definition of a conservation area is ‘an area of special architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance’ (S69 of the Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990). Such areas vary widely from historic town or
village centres to industrial sites, small areas such as churchyards or linear routes such as canals. The
view of English Heritage is that it is vital that only areas which are demonstrably of “special
architectural or historic interest” in the local or regional context should be designated because of the
responsibilities and obligations which this confers.

Warrington Borough Council

1.2 The Purpose of Conservation Areas.
Conservation Areas were introduced in 1967 by the Civic Amenities Act and the concept has
been incorporated into planning legislation since that time. There are now over 9000 conservation
areas in England. Warrington Borough now has a total of 16 Conservation Areas.

The legal framework relating to conservation areas can be complex. A very brief outline of the
legal and policy framework relating to Conservation Areas is set out in Appendix 1.

(At 5/3/07 Executive Board - The total number of Conservation Areas was reduced from 19 to 16
after combining existing contiguous Conservation Areas in Lymm and Stockton Heath)
3
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2 CONSERVATION AREA APPRAISALS
2.1 Impact of change
Many conservation areas were designated 30 years or more ago. It is 26 years since the initial
designation of Bridge Street Conservation Area. Inevitably, social and economic changes as well as
normal wear and tear will, over time, have had an impact on the character and appearance of these
areas. Modern circumstances, for example changing patterns in the use of buildings or the flow of
traffic, may place new or additional pressures on the survival of the historic environment.
The legislation relating to Conservation Areas obliges Local Authorities to review their
conservation areas from time to time and to formulate proposals for their enhancement. Moreover
it is now a requirement of the Local Government Best Value regime that they carry out an
assessment, or appraisal, of their conservation areas to provide a basis for their future management.
Best practice guidance on the carrying out of such reviews was issued by English Heritage in March
2006.
This document broadly aims to follow the recommended approach to Conservation area
Appraisals contained in that guidance.

2.2 Aims of this document
Accordingly, this document aims to:
* Describe and analyse the special architectural and historic interest of the Bridge Street
Conservation Area;
* raise awareness of the important features of the Conservation Area;
* identify any areas that detract from its character and appearance;
* Identify pressures and trends which potentially threaten the survival of features of special
interest.
This report should not be considered as just an academic exercise. Its ultimate purpose is to:
* Provide the basis of a Management Plan for the Conservation Area, that will address the
issues raised and set out a strategy of action to preserve or enhance the special qualities of the
conservation area. The Management Plan itself will be subject to a separate consultation process.
It should be noted that conservation area appraisals cannot be totally comprehensive. In the
interests of expediency they must focus upon the key features which contribute to the area’s special
interest. Other relevant factors not mentioned in this report may arise through the consultation
process.

2.3 The extent of Bridge Street Conservation Area
Bridge Street conservation area was designated on 1st July 1980. It embraced the frontage
buildings on both sides of Bridge Street taking in part of Market Gate and extending about 30m
along Buttermarket Street as far as Bank Street. It also extended westwards to include the south side
of Sankey Street up to Cairo Street and into Cairo Street to include the Cairo Street Unitarian Church.
Minor extensions have since added in the former cabinet and printing works in Barbauld Street
,14thNov 1995 because of its threatened demolition and part of Egypt Street facing the Unitarian
4

*Geographical Information System
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Church,19th March 1996 in recognition of its providing part of the setting of the Listed Church.
The boundaries generally follow the curtilages of the frontage buildings but take in the former
Palace Theatre ,Friars Gate and the frontage to Rylands Street up to Barbauld Street. The
conservation area also includes Warrington Bridge immediately to the south of Bridge Street itself
though does not include the War Memorial.
Bridge Street extends 350m between Market Gate and Bridgefoot; the parts of Sankey Street
and Cairo Street within the Conservation extend 100m west from Market Gate and about 100m
south from Sankey Street respectively.
The conservation area as extended occupies an area of 4.09Ha. It contains some 90 separate
ground floor premises identifiable from GIS* mapping.
The boundaries are best described by reference to Figure 2 overleaf.

5
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Figure 2 : Bridge Street in 2006

A summary of the preliminary consultation exercise is contained in Appendix 4.
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2.4 Preliminary Consultation

7
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3 LOCATION AND SETTING OF THE CONSERVATION AREA
3.1 Strategic Location.
Whilst the expanded town now provides a wide range of out of town retail facilities, the town
centre has remained Warrington’s major comparison shopping location, boosted by major
redevelopment in the late 20thC. A major expansion of retail development is indeed currently
taking place though with no loss of areas of heritage value.
Bridge Street Conservation Area lies the heart of Warrington’s town centre. Its two principal
streets form the southern and western arms of the cross roads at Market Gate which lies at the
geographic centre of the old town of Warrington.
Though now relatively traffic free, Bridge Street was a highway of strategic importance until the
1980s, being part of the A49 route extending between Hereford, Shrewsbury and the Welsh borders
via Wigan to Preston where it merged with A6, the west coast route to Scotland.
Until the construction of the Mersey tunnel in the 1930s and Runcorn Bridge c.1960, Warrington
Bridge was the lowest fixed crossing point of the tidal river. The present elegant dual carriageway
bridge dates from 1915 and demonstrates an early use of reinforced concrete. It forms an attractive
foreground to the Conservation Area as viewed from the south.
Three important regional routes converge upon the south side of the bridge, A56 leading from
Chester and North Wales, the A49 from mid -Cheshire and A50 from Knutsford and Staffordshire.
Market Gate 350m from Bridgefoot, is the intersection with the once equally important east- west
route of Buttermarket Street and Sankey Street, formerly classified A57, linking Manchester to Prescot
and Liverpool. (See Figure 3)
Bridge Street and Market Gate had long been notorious traffic bottlenecks exacerbated by their
developing role as the town’s principal retail and commercial location. Widening took place in
stages during the late 19th and early 20th centuries in order to improve traffic flow and to
accommodate a street tramway.
Whilst the development of the region’s motorway system has relieved the old trunk roads of
their strategic function, local traffic growth was by the 1960s beginning to overwhelm the town
centre streets with inevitable detriment to the quality of the pedestrian environment. The
pedestrianisation of Sankey Street was made possible from1974 by the construction of phase 1 of
the town centre inner circulatory road,- now itself eliminated by the expansion of Golden Square
shopping centre. However it was not until the completion of the A49 diversion in the 1980s that the
upper section of Bridge Street and Market Gate could at last be converted into a largely traffic free
zone. In 1986 a new bridge was constructed to the east of the 1915 structure, the two bridges
together acting as the Bridgefoot traffic gyratory system which remains a major focal point of the
town’s road network.

8

Bridge Street and Sankey Street still remain the town’s foremost traditional shopping streets though
their retail importance has to a degree been eclipsed by the Golden Square shopping centre, built on
the site of the former market place. Moreover, the section of Bridge Street below Friars Gate is now
largely given over to food and drink uses. Ref section 6.
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The lower part of Bridge Street is now restricted to use for access, buses and taxis. General traffic
movements within the conservation area are restricted to a short central section of Bridge Street for
southbound movement only, and the roads that transverse the conservation area such as Academy
Way, Friars Gate and Suez Street. Barbauld Street is a service road to the rear of the west side of Bridge
Street. Cairo Street terminates at Sankey Street and is used for access and kerbside parking.

9
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Figure 3 : Strategic Location

The river and traffic gyratory create a gap over 150m in the built form between Bridgefoot and
Knutsford Road. Marshall Gardens on the south bank and the War Memorial site contribute to the
openness of the Bridgefoot area and feature varied tree and shrub planting. Regrettably, the gyratory
seals off the very part of the north river bank which is most closely related to Bridge Street and
prevents direct pedestrian access to the War Memorial site from Bridge Street.
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3.2 Landscape Setting
Essentially, the conservation area is contained within the urban area and is not seen as a distinct
entity within an open landscape. However it has a strong relationship to the river bank at Bridgefoot
which is only 25m from the end of Bridge Street. Viewed from the 1915 bridge, the southern
extremity of Bridge Street and the ‘Academy’ provide an abrupt and well defined edge to the town
centre.

From Bridge Street, prospects southwards towards the distant wooded ridge at Hill Cliffe
provide a visual link between the town centre and the vestiges of countryside which once came
much closer to the town, for example at Arpley Meadows.

11
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4 SUMMARY OF SPECIAL INTEREST
The special interest of Bridge Street conservation area can be considered in the following
terms:
4.1 Historical and Strategic significance
Bridge Street Conservation Area is based upon a street plan of great antiquity.
For over 700 years, Bridge Street has been part of the route serving lowest bridging point of
the tidal River Mersey. *
Because Warrington Bridge was until modern times the lowest fixed bridge crossing before
the Mersey estuary- over 20 miles,( 32 km), upstream of Liverpool Pier Head,- it has long been a
focus for road traffic from the whole region. During the 18th and 19th centuries the town
developed as an important staging point on the regional turnpike road network. (See section 5).
Bridge Street and Sankey Street became established as the core of the town centre’s shopping and
commercial area and remained important thoroughfares up to the late 20th century.
* Warrington Bridges 1285-1985 G A Carter
Bridge Street and Sankey Street represent the earliest stages in the establishment of the town
centre based on the intersection of strategic north- south and east- west highways at Market Gate.
The present character and appearance of the conservation area in large measure derives from
the civic improvements of the late 19th and early 20th Centuries carried out to improve traffic flow
and is thus a direct consequence of Bridge Street’s historic function as a strategic highway.

4.2 The Special Interest of the Conservation Area Today
* The conservation area is based upon the town’s principal traditional shopping thoroughfares, Bridge Street and Sankey Street and their intersection at Market Gate. It includes a variety of
mainly 19th and early 20th century purpose designed commercial buildings as well as two Churches.
The Churches and many of the commercial buildings are Listed as being of Special Architectural or
Historic Interest. Unlike many town centres, modern infilling of Bridge Street has been minimal so
that it retains the architectural cohesion of its main era of development.
* The west side frontage of Bridge Street derives from the late 19th and early 20thC street
improvements and is particularly noteworthy for its consistency of scale and robust elevational
modelling. The building facades have survived largely unaltered above fascia level, and include a
group of faience* clad elevations which represent the high points of late Victorian and Edwardian
architectural elegance. These buildings were purpose designed as retail emporia and several
feature large first floor display windows. They exhibit a wealth of detail and ostentation rare
outside the largest towns or cities in the region. Their richness of detail is emphasised by the light
colour of their cladding material which responds well to both bright sunlight or- the often
prevalent -dull conditions of north west England.
*Faience is a form of glazed terracotta capable of being moulded to intricate patterns.
* The Bridge Street improvements of the 19th and early 20th centuries achieved a street of
generous width, entirely in proportion to the scale of the frontage buildings.
12

* Market Gate and the extension into Buttermarket Street provide an example of the Beaux Arts
architectural fashion of the 1900s, as a planned ‘circus’ flanked by imposing and elegant facades.
Though the architectural design was never realised in its totality, the circular plan was finally completed in 1983 with buildings of appropriate scale and proportions. Nearby, the 18thC red sandstone
Holy Trinity Church represents a contrast of building style and materials. Its 19thC clock tower provides a distinctive and important skyline feature, emphasising its position at the highest point of the
town centre.
* Modern street improvements, facilitated by the removal of through traffic, have created a
pedestrian environment of high quality and distinctiveness in the upper part of Bridge Street, at Market Gate, Buttermarket Street and in Sankey Street. The combination of heavily modelled building
elevations of consistent scale with a public realm of high quality ensures that the conservation area
environment is rich in visual interest and a valued amenity for the town.
* Cairo Street, though just off the main shopping centre has a more intimate scale and offers a
quiet setting for a small chapel, the 18thC Unitarian Church, facing onto its walled and wooded
churchyard.
* Bridge Street, Market Gate, Sankey Street and Cairo Street each posses different spatial and
architectural characteristics but these contrasts serve to increase the interest and variety of the conservation area as a whole.
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* Sankey Street, which was never widened, provides a more enclosed space and a reminder of
the early street plan. Though redeveloped on its north side, its south side is occupied by several
noteworthy commercial buildings of the Victorian era.

13
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5 HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT AND ARCHAEOLOGY
5.1 Early development
Warrington town centre owes its origins and development to its strategically located bridge
over the River Mersey. Historians believe that a settlement had been established by the Saxon era
on the north bank of the river above an ancient ford which was located on a meander about 1km
upstream of the bridging point. A motte and bailey fort and early Parish Church were established
near the ford. The Boteler Lords of the Manor were resident there until moving to Bewsey Old Hall
c.1256.
The first reference to a bridge at Warrington was in the Calendar of Patent Rolls 1281-1292
for the year1285*.
* Carter G A Warrington Bridges 1285-1985 Cheshire Libraries.
However, Strickland * speculates that the Roman Legions would almost certainly have
constructed a bridge during their campaigns to conquer the north of Britain in the first century AD.
The ford would have been prone to floods and therefore unreliable. Certainly a bridge in the
present location would have been only a short distance from the known Roman industrial site at
Wilderspool and would have aligned with the established route of the Roman road north to Wigan
and Lancaster. Heawood** considers that finds of Romano- British pottery on the Friary site
during excavations in 2000 perhaps lend credence to the case for a Roman bridge in the vicinity.*
*Strickland T The Romans at Wilderspool, Greenalls Group plc 1995.
**Report of 2000 Excavations of Warrington Friary; Proceedings of Chester Archaeological
Society; *R. Heawood BA,MA.MIFA.
The construction of the medieval bridge gradually led to the centre of the town gravitating
westward onto the new transport axis. An agricultural market place became established on a site
to the north west of the cross roads of north- south and east -west routes located on high ground
above the river, which became known as Market Gate.
In the 13th century, an Austinian Friary was established on a site 50m to the west of Bridge
Street near to the river. Historians believe that the Friary was established between 1261 and 1265.
The presence of such an institution, dependent upon alms from those passing by, is indicative of a
location close to a reasonably prosperous settlement, or a busy thoroughfare.*
It is likely that the Friary was originally at the extremity of the medieval settlement at Church
Street, but would have soon found itself in a ‘prime location’ following the construction of the
bridge!
After its dissolution in 1539,the Friary building was retained for use as a Church by the
townspeople. Its grounds, which extended up to Bridge Street, continued to be used for interments
until the 18thC. It is believed that the Friary Church had sustained damage during the Civil War
c.1640 and that subsequently its stonework was plundered for use in other buildings including the
manor court located in Market Place. (demolished 1850s). Later the site was built over, latterly
being occupied by a 19thC public house.
*Warrington Friary, W Beamont, 1872.
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The presence of a bridge at Warrington had not been continuous from 1285. A second bridge
had been completed by1369, when a Hermit Friar was licensed to celebrate Divine Office in the
chapel at the foot of the bridge. By the mid- 15thC the second bridge had either been washed away
or fallen down. A measure of the importance of the crossing and the physical barrier presented by the
river can be judged by an appeal in1453 by the Archbishop of York for contributions for the
reconstruction of the bridge,
“over the great and rapid water which was commonly called the Merce, which flows in a swift
course to and from the sea and which for inhabitants and strangers who had occasion to travel that
way, was troublesome and dangerous to cross.”*
Carter GA ;op cit.
It was not until 1495 that Lord Stanley, Earl of Derby and Constable of England, funded and
safeguarded the erection of the third bridge. This proved one of the longest lasting, surviving to 1813.
The Earl of Derby’s bridge played a strategic role in a number of events of national historical
significance especially during the English Civil War. A plaque affixed to the bridge testifies to the
strategic importance of Warrington bridge in the town’s history.
It is likely therefore that the town centre remained focussed around Church Street above the ford
until the Earl of Derby’s Bridge provided a reliable alternative crossing.
Today’s bridge dating from 1915 spans 40m. The tidal range is evident in this low water view
looking north to Bridge Street.
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The Friary site was the subject of an extensive archaeological excavation in 2000 prior to the
development of new public house for the Wetherspoon Company. During the investigation some 106
inhumations were excavated. The new building incorporates a glass panel in the floor through which
part of the foundations of the ancient structure can be viewed

15
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5.2 18th and 19thC development
By the 18thC, Bridge Street and Sankey Street were regular coaching and cartage routes aided
by the developing turnpike* roads network in the region. Warrington was an important staging
point, exemplified by the provision of numerous coaching inns along its main thoroughfares. By
the early 19thC, before the railways, some 60-70 coaches passed through the town daily.
.
*Turnpikes were a form of early toll road catering mainly for long distance traffic managed and
maintained by Turnpike Trusts. Turnpikes developed
from the early 18thC.The road north from Warrington was turnpiked by 1750.Turnpike
development accelerated during the 1750s when 264 miles were authorised in Lancashire.
Warrington was a key point on the turnpike network and one of the places where travellers could
join or leave coaches and where overnight stays were taken. Servicing this traffic flow was an
important feature of the town’s economy.
History of Lancashire, Crosby.
Warrington at Work; Hayes and Crosby.
The earliest large scale topographical plan is the Dunbavand Map of 1772 (Figure 4). The map
annotates the road south from Warrington Bridge as the ‘Road to London’. The map reveals Bridge
Street to be a more or less straight thoroughfare of variable width aligned with the bridge and
intersecting with the east-west route at the cross roads annotated’ Market Gate’. A corn market is
shown to the north of Sankey Street. The Dunbavand Map shows that Bridge Street was by then
fully built up between Bridgefoot and Market Gate, with continuous frontage on both sides except
where intersected by narrow alleys. Narrow plots extend rearwards, typical of the burgage plot
pattern of medieval times but orchards and gardens are close by. The Red Lion Inn is shown with
an extensive rear yard typical of the coaching inns of the period.
As yet the town was not a major industrial centre though tan yards and timber yards are
shown.
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Figure 4 : Dunbavand Map of 1772
(Warrington Libraries and Museum)
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The 1826 Manorial Survey map (Figure 5) shows the south side of Sankey Street to be
fully built up as far as Legh Street. Extensive gardens and orchards occupy the back land areas
to the south of Sankey Street and to the west and south- east of Bridge Street. The main area of
town development is concentrated in the quadrants to the north of Market Gate and on back
land to the north east of Bridge Street. Interestingly there are no roads leading south from
Sankey Street between Market Gate and Bank Hall (the Town Hall).
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Figure 5 : Manorial Survey Map 1826
(Warrington Libraries and Museum)
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From the mid 19th century, industrialisation and population growth resulted in an increasing
concentration of development to the rear of the main streets which were packed with residential
courts and interspersed with workshops and industries served by a network of narrow lanes and
alleys. (See Figure 6)
A number of these alleys survive as vestiges of the historic street pattern, whilst the Lion Inn
with its former stable yard provides a reminder of the once bustling coaching trade.

The 1851 OS identifies some 20 inns on or close to Bridge Street!

20
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Figure 6 : Ordnance Survey Map 1851
(Warrington Libraries and Museum)
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5.3 Late 19th - early 20th Century Development
By the time of Warrington’s incorporation as a Borough in 1847, the poor conditions and
congestion of the town’s thoroughfares, prompted the new civic authorities to embark upon a
bold street improvement plan including the widening of the four principal streets. The Council’s
early priorities however were to improve the market place area. Widening of Bridge Street to
about 60 feet,(18m) commenced from 1880 with the progressive demolition of the entire west
side frontage buildings. (See Figure 7)
The main purposes of the widening scheme were to improve traffic conditions and sanitation and to create space for a street tramway, but the opportunity was also taken to provide
new commercial frontages befitting of Warrington’s emerging status as a prosperous industrial
and commercial town.
This era has had the greatest influence upon the character and appearance of the
conservation area leaving a legacy of fine commercial buildings representing the highest
architectural standards of the period.
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Figure 7 : Ordnance Survey Map 1905
(Warrington Libraries and Museum)

23
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5.4 Historical associations
As well as the Austinian Friary, a number of other sites with interesting historic associations
lie within or near the Conservation Area.
In 1757, Warrington Academy was established in a 3 storey Georgian town house at Bridgefoot.
It was at its time a renowned centre of nonconformist learning. One of its early tutors was Joseph
Priestly who later moved to America and was to be the discoverer of oxygen.
The Howard Building, 39 Bridge Street, commemorates the residence in an earlier building
on that site of J.Howard, the 18thC Penal Reformer.
In the 18thC, Holy Trinity Church on Sankey Street replaced the Friary Church and a
Presbyterian Church was established in Cairo Street, (now a Unitarian Church).
A canvas manufactory is shown on the 1851 OS opposite Friars Gate. The manufacture of
sailcloth was once an important local industry, reflecting the historic importance of the river
navigation to the town’s economy. The 1905 OS shows a packet stage adjacent to the bridge
though it is unlikely that it would have still been in use. The19thC inn located at the corner of
Bridge Street and Mersey Street ( currently disfigured by ugly signs), was once known as the
‘Packet House’.
Woolworth on Sankey Street was once the showroom of R.Garnett cabinet manufacturers
who’s extensive workshop extended rearwards. The building still survives though disused. Its
Italianate water tower is a notable feature of the town centre skyline.
In the modern era, Bridge Street was the scene of a terrorist atrocity which resulted in the
death of two boys and left many injured. The event of March1993 is recorded in a plaque set into
the wall of Boots premises. Following the tragic event, the pedestrianised part of Bridge Street was
remodelled to the design of artist Stephen Broadbent. His design adopted the theme of the ‘River
of Life’ its centrepiece being a water feature with hand imprints of the school friends of one of the
boys killed.
The conservation area thus reflects significant stages and events in the town’s economic,
social and cultural history up to the modern era.
5.5 Influence of current and former uses.
From late medieval times, the town had developed along the road serving the bridge and the
around the cross-roads at Market Gate. It is possible that the rectilinear pattern of development to
the west of Bridge Street may have been influenced by the boundaries of the former Friary.
Archaeologists have established the outline of the Friary Church (located off Friars Lane) which is
oriented east -west and historic accounts suggest that the Friary lands extended up to Bridge
Street.

24

Probably the most significant influences however on the form of the conservation area have
been:
1 The Civic improvements commenced in the 1880s.
The entire west side of Bridge Street was redeveloped in stages, with the new frontages set back
to permit road widening. The narrow right angled intersection of the four cross roads streets was,
over stages from the early 1900s, converted into the Market Gate circus. Most of the new buildings
created by this process were retail premises with residential or ancillary accommodation on upper
floors, some with first floor showroom windows. Frontages were for the most part 5-6m but several
of the early 20thC buildings were evidently built with wider frontages for specific clients. The Bridge
Street improvements assured its role as the town’s principal shopping street, a function it has
retained up to modern times.
Bridge Street has always provided ample hostelries, in part due to its importance as a staging
point on the turnpike road network. In 1851 some 20 inns existed on Bridge Street or amongst its
rear yards and courts. The widening scheme reduced the number on the west side from 7 to 3.
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Industries in and around the town centre identified on the 1851 OS include file making, canvas
production, distilling and malting. A gas works is shown on Bank Street. As the scale of industrial
production increased during the latter part of the 19thC, the major manufacturers located on larger
sites on the periphery of the old town centre, taking advantage of the developing railway network.
Even up to the 1970s however, the area to the east of Bridge Street contained numerous small
workshops and industrial premises. These have now gone replaced by the Market Hall and by other
shops, offices, roads and car parks. The former cabinet works, Barbauld Street, now disused, is
perhaps the last survivor of once numerous town centre industries.

2 The relocation of the Market Hall onto back land to the east of Bridge Street, (opened 1974).
This had the effect of truncating a number of alleys but provided the opportunity for new
pedestrian links with Bridge Street. Hitherto much of the back land had by then already been cleared.
The cutting through of the inner- circulatory road at this time created a wide gap on the east side of
Bridge Street which has increased the isolation of the lower part of the street from the primary retail
zone. (See section 6.5)
3 Redevelopment of the North West Quadrant which removed the north frontage of Sankey
Street, providing for underground servicing and the opportunity for pedestrianisation, and
dramatically changing the setting of the remaining south frontage.
4 Modern Influences
Today there are some 24 Class A3 (food and drink) premises on Bridge Street, 10 of which may
be termed public houses or bars. Some 17 of the A3 uses are concentrated south of Friars Gate. To
some extent this is a consequence of planning policies aimed at protecting the retail character of the
upper section of Bridge street, but has been encouraged by the development of a ‘drinking circuit’
culture which was originally stimulated by ‘Mr.Smith’s’ nightclub in the former ABC cinema at
Bridgefoot. Inevitably this use pattern influences the character of the conservation area between
day and evening. Brannigan’s night club, Friar’s Gate, occupies the former Palace Theatre.
25
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Elsewhere in the CA there is only one other class A3 use, a restaurant,15 Cairo Street.
The presence of a number of A3 uses closed with roller shutters in day time is an unfortunate
consequence of the shift from a day to evening economy in the lower section of Bridge Street
which is also characterised by a much reduced day time pedestrian flow. However by night this
area is the focus of the town’s pub and club zone. Particularly at weekends, people mostly under
the age of 30,congregate in their hundreds around the bars, pubs, night clubs and take-aways in
the Friars Gate lower Bridge Street area. The level of activity is intense into the small hours and
people spill over into the highway mingling with taxis and other traffic.
The conservation area thus assumes an entirely different character between day and evening
and this aspect must be recognised in a conservation area management strategy.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of the principal categories of ground level land uses within
the conservation area.
5.6 Archaeology including scheduled monuments
The sites and monuments record indicates Roman, medieval and post medieval finds
indicating occupation for some considerable period of time. What is of note, is the site of the
ducking stool, not surprisingly close to the river. The medieval courthouse was located in the
market place, the medieval commercial heart of the town, and the public gallows in a prominent
location near the crossroads at Market Gate, probably as an effective deterrent!
There are 6 entries in the sites and monuments record, within the Bridge Street Conservation
Area (A-F), with 4 entries just outside the conservation area (G-J).
The site of the medieval bridge where the current bridge over the Mersey now stands.
The site of the medieval ducking stool at 122-125 Bridge Street.
Post medieval finds have been recorded at 96-98 Bridge Street.
Medieval pottery found during works at The Lion Hotel.
The possible site of the medieval gallows is recorded as being in the yard of 8 Bridge Street.
Cairo Street Unitarian Chapel is included in the Sites and Monuments Record.
A roman coin was found during works at Mr Smiths nightclub.
The site of the Augustinian Friary is recorded as being at the corner of Barbauld Street and
Friars Gate.
Roman pottery has been found during works at 21 Bold Street.
5.7 Audit of heritage assets
The conservation area contains 21 listed buildings, about 25% of the total within the
conservation area. Holy Trinity Church is Grade ll*, the remainder being Grade ll. Most of the
listed buildings are also noted as having group value.
The Cromwell Statue at Bridgefoot by John Bell is Grade II Listed, gifted to the town in1899.
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The concentration of good quality buildings around Market Gate is a result of the desirability to
be located close to town centre’s focal point.
In his book “Walks about Warrington” in the late Eighteenth Century, Beaumont states that,
“The upper end of Bridge Street had in it at the time of our suppositious walk, some of the best
shops, and as the place where most of the traders did congregate it might be called the Rialto”.
(Walking into Warrington’s Past, Bridge Street, H. Wells, 1998)
The Lower end of Bridge Street has a high proportion of locally listed buildings. (These are
described in section 6.4).
Modern infilling within Bridge Street is confined to narrow frontage sites flanking Dolman’s
Lane, nos. 47,49 adjacent Hall’s Yard; no. 81 and no. 107. Modern infilling on the west side of
Bridge Street has been confined to the replacement of Rylands House. None has occurred within
Sankey Street.
However there have been some instances of facadism, notably nos. 39-45 and more recently
nos. 26-34. Modern infill, rebuilt or retained facades occupy 12% of the west side and 24%of the
east side frontages of Bridge Street.
Facadism is generally not to be encouraged unless in exceptional circumstances within conservation areas. If unchecked it would gradually erode the historic integrity of its buildings.
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In all, Listed buildings account for over one third of the east and west frontages of Bridge Street
and over two thirds of the south side of Sankey Street.
A number of buildings are also included on the Council’s list of buildings of local importance.
If these are added to the Listed buildings they account for about 70% of Bridge Street west side
frontage and about 60% of its east side.
The south side Market Gate and Buttermarket frontages are also locally listed (Figure 8).

6. CHARACTER ANALYSIS
6.1 Definition of Character Areas.
English Heritage suggest that some larger conservation areas may exhibit sub- areas or zones of
distinctive character. The analysis of the special qualities of such conservation areas can often be
conveniently carried out by reference to the sub areas and the contribution they make to the character of the conservation area as a whole.
Bridge Street Conservation Area lends itself to this approach as its component streets, Bridge
Street, Sankey Street and Cairo Street each possess distinctive characteristics. For the purposes of
this analysis it is suggested that two character zones can be defined comprising:
* Bridge Street and Market Gate
* Sankey Street and Cairo Street .
Of course the zones overlap and the transition between them is subtle rather than dramatic.
(See Figure 10)
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Figure 8 : Statutory and Locally Listed Buildings & Proposed
Boundary Changes
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Figure 9 : Public Realm and Townscape
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6.2 General Character and Plan Form
The plan form within the conservation area is rectilinear based upon the two axis of the cross
roads plus Cairo Street which runs parallel to Bridge Street. (See Figure 11)
Bridge Street Character Area.
From its southern extremity at Bridgefoot, Bridge Street is aligned a few degrees west of true
north, veering northward for its upper third. Bridgefoot lies at 7.6m Above Ordnance datum
(AOD). Bridge Street rises by 1m at Friars Gate and by a further 3m to Rylands Street, reaching
15.7m at Market Gate the highest point of the town centre. The gradient in the upper section is
typically 1 in 30.
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Figure 10 : Conservation Area Boundaries, Principal Land Uses
and Character Zones
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Several minor roads and alleys intersect Bridge Street. From north to south these are: west
side, Patten Lane, Rylands Street, Friars Gate; east side, Dolman’s Lane, Hall’s Yard, Hart’s Place,
(See Figure 11)
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Figure 11 : Spatial Character and Built Form
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Ship Yard, Academy Way. The latter is a modern road forming part of the inner circulatory
system which replaced the narrower Rose and Crown Street. The surviving alleys some of which
pass under buildings, are vestiges of the bygone labyrinth of densely built housing and industries
behind the main thoroughfares. Dolman’s Lane and Hall’s Yard now provide important pedestrian
links to the Market Hall built on land east of Bridge Street in 1972/4.
Whilst some of the yards serve as short cuts to other parts of the town centre, a few remain as
access only to privately owned premises, it is nevertheless considered that these historic and in
some cases ancient lanes should be retained wherever possible, as indicators of the previous
street layout, much of which was lost in the early and later part of the Twentieth Century to
accommodate vehicles and facilitate redevelopment of back land.
The intersecting streets provide prominent corners which add visual interest to the street
scene,for example the mock Tudor Cooperative Bank which juts forward at the corner of Rylands
Street. (See Figure 9)
The combination of the subtle curvature and change in level along Bridge Street serves to
emphasise the density of visual incident within the elevations.

The widening of Bridge Street carried out during the late 19th and early 20th Centuries achieved
a broad thoroughfare of some 18m (60 feet) width.
the main widening taking place on the west side. The fine buildings created during this
operation are described in section 6.4
Market Gate-Buttermarket Street.
Market Gate represents the culmination of the early 20thC civic improvements. It was planned
c.1908 as a circular space of some 90m diameter, contained by 3 storey buildings in the ‘Beaux
Arts’* style. The completion of the circus was delayed by WW1 and the subsequent trade
depression. The Horsemarket Street- Buttermarket Street corner was completed in the 1930s,in a
simpler neo-classical style but in harmony with the earlier facades in scale and materials notably
red brick and Portland Stone.
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The elevated position of Market Gate and its layout as a classical circular space flanked by
dignified buildings is befitting of its location as the focal point of the town centre. Moreover it
represents a fine example of civic aspirations guided by the architectural philosopy of the day.
Aspects of the public realm, for example the paving scheme and street furniture, are considered in
section 6.5 of this report.
*The Beaux Arts style is characterised by historically based and eclectic design on a
monumental scale as taught at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris in the 19thC.
The space has been enhanced by public realm paving and art works of a very high standard
which combine with the dignified architecture to form a civic space wholly appropriate to its
function as the focal point of the town centre and a space synonymous with the town.
Sankey Street/Cairo Street Character Area.
Until its closure to traffic in 1973,Sankey Street was part of the A57 and a narrow and
notorious bottleneck though fronted by some of the town’s major retailers e.g. Woolworths and
Marks and Spencers. At one time it was two way and the town’s buses were of a special narrow
design to permit them to pass! Now it is a pleasing pedestrian precinct flanked on its north side by
the Golden Square shopping centre built between 1974 and 1983. The most important building in
Sankey Street is the 18thC Grade II* Listed Holy Trinity Church adjacent to Market Gate. Its
rusticated red sandstone exterior contrasts with the other prevalent building materials. The west
tower of 1862 containing the town clock is the town centre’s most significant skyline feature,
especially prominent when viewed from Market Gate.
Sankey Street is level, subtly curved, narrowing to about 7m at Market Gate, in marked
contrast with generous proportions of Bridge Street. It was at one time intended to widen Sankey
Street to the same standard as Bridge Street Horsemarket and Buttermarket Streets. Perhaps
fortunately for the survival of some fine buildings, this was never achieved.
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Of the four streets converging on Market Gate only Sankey Street remained un-widened. The
circular plan was however only finally completed in 1983 by the complementary development of
the Golden Square elevations. The modern buildings are entirely in scale with the space enclosed.
They provide a mall entrance flanked by 3 storey elevations which are radiussed to match the plan
of the original Market Gate facades- thus finally completing the circus commenced 75 years
earlier!

Sankey Street ( within the Conservation area) is also a good example of a 19thC commercial
street. Its south side frontage include Woolworth’s, the former showroom of Garnett’s cabinet works
Listed Grade II, 1864. The Natwest Bank, of 1847 and Barclay’s Bank at the corner of Cairo Street
are also Grade II Listed.
Although its alignment on the north side has been altered by the Golden Square development,
Sankey Street remains as an example of the more intimate scale of the historic street pattern in
contrast to the generous proportions of the widened streets.
Barclay’s Bank marks the junction with Cairo Street 100m west of Market Gate, leading off
southwards and parallel to Bridge Street.
Cairo Street despite being close to the main shopping centre is a quiet backwater which
provides an appropriate setting for the 18thC Unitarian Church (Listed Grade II). The site includes
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a church hall and former Sunday school, the whole forming a pleasing group and quiet
enclave in marked contrast to the nearby bustling shopping centre. At the rear is the former
Garnetts cabinet works, which retains its distinctive crenellated water tower, also an important
skyline feature.
The 1996 conservation area extension contains a small group of 19thc domestic style
buildings now used as offices and no 15 Cairo Street a pedimented neo- Georgian building at the
rear of the T.J.Hughes department store.
Though of less dramatic scale and grandeur than Bridge Street, the Sankey Street /Cairo Street
character zone contains a number of buildings of acknowledged quality and spaces of pleasing
scale and proportion.

6.3 The Character of spaces and their contribution to biodiversity value.
The principal spaces within the Conservation Area are the corridors formed by the streets
themselves. However the sections of former highway which have been converted to pedestrian
precincts, upper Bridge Street, Sankey Street, Buttermarket Street, and Market Gate have taken on
the character of urban amenity spaces by virtue of the high quality remodelling.
These areas are described in greater detail in section 6.5
Street trees have been introduced into the remodelling scheme those on Bridge Street now
having substantial canopies. These have introduced a natural element where none existed before.
In Horsemarket Street and Buttermarket Street further trees are supplemented by planting beds
which accommodate floral displays and herbaceous plants.
There are two areas of private open space of significance within the Bridge Street
Conservation Area, one being the graveyard of Cairo Street Unitarian Church. The churchyard is
about 1m higher than street level and bounded by a high wall so that it remains secluded. Mature
trees within the site add amenity value to the street scene even though the space itself is not
normally accessible to the public. A small, but nonetheless pleasing, secondary space visible
from the street abuts onto the south end of the churchyard, in the form of a courtyard to the former
Sunday school. Its iron railings have disappeared.
The landscaped grounds of the Academy at Bridgefoot, though bounded by railings,
contribute to the openness of the setting of that building and the Listed Cromwell Statue, and also
provide views across to the facades on the east side of Bridge Street.
All the trees within the conservation area, are given a measure of protection by virtue of the
conservation area designation.
Public realm
Bridge Street, Sankey Street and Market Gate remain as the core streets of the town centre
shopping area, linking the modern retail development of Golden Square in the northwest
quadrant with the Market Hall and south- east quadrant shopping area. During the day time, the
new pedestrian spaces are bustling with pedestrian movement. Market Gate in particular is clearly
a poplar meeting place especially for young people and a place generally to pause and watch the
world go by.
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The former ‘Warrington Academy’ has had
a chequered history! It was the original home
of a nonconformist Academy dating from
c.1757, renowned for its teaching of
sciences and who’s tutors included Joseph
Priestley, discoverer of oxygen. The building
was abandoned for a new campus in Academy
Street, long since demolished. Neglected in
modern times, in 1981 the Academy was
moved on jacks to make way for the Bridgefoot
road widening. Its condition was however so
poor that subsequent ‘renovation’ involved wholesale rebuilding and the addition of a massive
side extension. Nonetheless it retains the presence and character one of the town’s foremost
historical institutions and is a reminder of the once more numerous 18thC town houses in
Warrington. Its new pink brick cladding is however lighter in tone than the original.
Adjacent to the Academy, Alexandra Buildings 1890, (nos 122-126) represents one of the
‘new’ frontages resulting from the street widening scheme, the end of a of a row of three storey
elevations extending up to Friars Gate. It
displays an unfortunate plain side gable clad
in brown brick but its principal elevation of
three canted bays surmounted by gables with
‘Wedgwood’ style relief decoration and
containing terracotta relief panels is of good
quality.
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6.4 Quality of Building frontages and their contribution to the Character of the
Conservation Area: Bridge Street/Market Gate
Many of the buildings in the conservation area have a richness of detail which bears close
observation and it is convenient to assess their contribution in the form of a tour of the area. This
tour commences at Bridgefoot looking at the west side of Bridge Street, Market Gate returning on
the east side. A separate evaluation of Sankey Street and Cairo Street follows.

Formerly a retail store it is now a bar. Its
frontage and signage are restrained but the 2 storey
high banner does not enhance its appearance.
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No. 120 formerly the ‘Roebuck Inn’
replacement of an earlier inn of the same
name shown on the 1851 OS.
Now ‘Darli Bar’.
2 storey with attic gables. Hard red brick
with stone dressings and pedimented door;
asymmetrical dormer gables one with date
plaque 1885.
Well presented but over large modern
signs.

Nos 100-118 are a row of 3 storey buildings in hard red brick, (probably Ruabons), with
stone dressings. Three small and one large gable; appexes feature terracotta tiles with floral
motif. No 116 has a first floor bay. Windows mainly in groups of 3 with squared stone mullions
giving deep modelling. The group takes its name Priory
Buildings dated 1889. Some window piers have scrolled capitals featuring carved faces.

The shop no. 106
seems to overlap the
pedimented bay above

100- part of 106, is a bar with deep
and over long strip lit fascia which
ignores the elevational detail above. A
roller shutter detracts further. No 100 at
the corner with Friars Gate has an
improbable oversail!
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The Feathers Hotel an exuberant Queen Anne style
edifice in red brick with stone dressings, twin canted bays;
three round arched ground floor windows. Scrolled panels over
the twin doors proclaim Bar, Hotel. >>

Nos. 90-92 are white painted or rendered shops featuring
projecting bays and deep cornices. Dated 1913.
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The north corner of Friars gate is formed by
no.96-98 a plain gable elevation with 1-3-1
windows occupying the splayed corner. Currently
a bar with modern though not discordant fascia
and frontage.

<< No 88 displays a form of art nouveau influence;
central first floor canted bay with extended mullions, both
round headed and rectangular windows with radiussed corners; pilasters with ornate capitals.

Its shopfront is supported by a massive blocked stone
elliptical arch containing the minimalist fascia and sign.
Altogether a most unusual and idiosyncratic building which
contributes to the diversity of architectural interest of Bridge
Street.
No.34 ,corner of Rylands Street was until recently a flat
roofed 1960’s office block! This new structure replicates the
style of former Royal Court Hotel which occupied the site
until the 1960s. It is to a degree successful in reintroducing the
correct scale and vertical emphasis appropriate to Bridge Street.
It is let down by being a shallow facade only. The upper windows are blanks unrelated to floor levels.
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The same applies to the three adjacent retained facades; two neo-Georgian brick with stone dressings and
some terracotta detail; one mock Tudor style.
Whilst preserving the street scene their blind upper
windows and open plan interiors reveal their shallowness.
Facadism as a matter of principle is generally to be avoided
within conservation areas. At least the shop fronts are tasteful and respect the facade divisions.

No 22-24; >>>
One of a group of exuberant
‘faience’ clad 3 storey purpose built
shops extending to Market Gate all
Listed Grade 2 except no.6. The
surface colours are various shades
of buff. 22/24 was built for W
Hodgkinson Ltd; once the town’s
premier department store.
The styles are a form of perhaps Flemish Baroque typified by rich ornament in the form of
swags, drapes, plaques, cornices, and decorative gables and other forms of relief mouldings
which exploit the versatility of this terracotta based material. This one features 3 first floor
round arched showroom windows with blocked voussoirs, surmounted by gables with
circular windows above which are plaques WH. The fine shop windows with tracery and
convex windows flanking the central entrance are long gone, the store having been subdivided after the firm’s closure in 1962.
<< No.16-20
Probably the most elaborate of
this group; pale cream faience cladding with pair of balconied bays with
relief detail and richly decorated
columns. Ornate Flemish style gables
with swags and ball finials. A feast of
visual incident.
The corporate fascias however
make little concession to their elegant
host building.
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Nos.8,10 >>
Narrow frontage buildings; varied in detail
but reflect the themes of the group. Round headed
attic gables and deep projecting cornices
Note that the group as a whole has
consistency of scale, materials and richness of
detail and robust modelling which creates strong
light and shade effects.
No.6
has more rectilinear style; 1st,2nd floor windows
grouped in recessed panel with acanthus border. It was
the last in this row to be completed c.1914 and the
only one not listed.
No. 2/4, is the end of the faience group.
Noteworthy for its central stepped attic dormer flanked
by curlicue brackets and open balustrades; ball finials
galore!
The modern fascia does not detract from the host
facade.
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12-14; Massive single gable with oval
attic window; light brown faience;1st floor
3 elliptical arched showroom windows,2nd
floor group of 4. Date plaque AD 1905.
Occupied 1908 as ‘Grand Clothing Hall’
Deep fascia but retains old shop
window pilasters, frieze and consoles.

1 Market Gate >>>
Marks the transition to the ‘Beaux Arts’
circus and a change of materials to brick and
Portland stone. The design was unveiled in
1908 and this was the first corner to be
completed. The scale and height is consistent
with the adjoining Bridge Street facades.
Originally Boots Store, it had a fine transom
glazed shopfront, which could perhaps one day
be replicated.
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Market Gate north-east corner;
This was the last stage of the street improvements to be completed, delayed until the 1930s
by the First World War and the subsequent trade
depression. A neo- classical approach with ionic
order columns on the Market Gate elevation
becoming pilasters on the returns; rectangular
windows with Portland stone margins. Portland
Stone plinth and cornice and red brick.
Scale, height and circular plan ensure consistency with the earlier phases of Market Gate.
Corporate fascias and shopfront treatment lack
the restrained elegance of their predecessors.
The Beaux Arts treatment also extends into
Buttermarket Street >>

The stucco Italianate style of the HSBC Bank, formerly
Midland , Grade II Listed, blends well with the brick and
Portland stone of no.2 Market Gate. No. 17/19 adjoining is
however a relic of the1950s’ Austerity style, which is the only
facade not to employ a vertical emphasis.

Hancock and Wood’s store retains its
Regency style charm except for a deep canopy,
but it is nonetheless a well presented building
and one of the town centre’s important
surviving independent retailers.

The modern front of the Woolwich,
formerly Nat West is another example of the
erosion of historic buildings that would have
undoubtedly occurred had the conservation area
not been designated. Dolman’s Lane, one of the
old alleys, leads to the market hall but is flanked
by modern two storey buildings.
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The Lion, Listed Grade II, was one of the
town’s celebrated coaching inns. The present
building dates from the late 18thC but was
substantially altered and extended in the 19th
and 20thC. The Bridge Street elevation retains
its Georgian character but its ground floor is tiled
and painted. The rear yard accessed through an
archway remains though truncated by the
market development to the rear.
Today the Lion appears neglected with
much of the rear part out of use including the
fine ballroom, with windows boarded up. Its
Lion hanging sign has been replaced by a
tasteless modern device with a new name.
Altogether, a much undervalued heritage asset
which deserves better treatment.
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The Howard Building Listed Grade II
also in faience features a low relief panel
depicting the prison reformer who lodged
in a silversmiths shop on this site in the late
18thC whilst printing his works on the
subject.
Regrettably the building is a facade
only, as with the adjoining replica
Georgian facade, formerly the Lamb Inn.
Upper floor windows are blanked out
ending a somewhat lifeless appearance
exacerbated by the loss of glazing bars in
the Howard Building. Now all part of Boots
Store, however with a restrained and
tasteful fascia. Plaques commemorate
Howard’s association with the site and poignantly, the boys killed in the bombing tragedy of
1993. Nos 57-63 are a Regency style 3 storey group in stucco.

67-73 are a Victorian group with round
arched windows. One of the old alleys, Ship
Yard, runs through the middle of the group.
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Several noteworthy buildings remain south of Academy Way but their presentation at
ground floor level is of variable quality.
No 83/5 is a Victorian Gothic revival style structure with twin gables and central steepled
attic. Its deep fascia and black painted ground floor are ugly and inappropriate.
McCauleys was the ‘Higher Seven Stars’
and a fine example of a Victorian town pub;
red brick stone dressings, painted stone
quoins and window surrounds and an open
balustrade above a deep projecting cornice.
A pub of very similar design, the ‘Woolpack’
once occupied the corner of Sankey Street
and Bold Street.
Its ground floor presentation remains
tasteful though the windows have been
shortened.
It is probably a replacement of a pub of
the same name shown on the 1851 OS.
The Grade II Listed Royal Oak group consists of an Inn and group of 3 shops in a
Jacobean or Tudor style faced in light buff coloured faience. The pub is now imaginatively
called ‘Last Orders’. The three storey shops have gables with ball finials and balconies,
mullioned and transomed windows and with segmental arches to the shopfronts. The pub is in
similar style but with twin gables of different size and has canted first floor bays two of which
flank a balcony recess. Original rainwater hoppers and the clustered diagonal chimneys also
in faience are prominent features. The south end of Bridge Street consists of a row of Georgian
style of 3 storeys but the centre of the group is taller than the outer pair. These feature painted
stone quoins, heads and sills. The end of the group is defined by the former Packet House pub,
its curved corner a distinctive and prominent feature at the entrance to Bridge Street but
disfigured by a large, ugly sign proclaiming the inexplicable new name of ‘T2’.
The group manages to retain its dignity despite the proliferation of signage.

Undoubtedly conservation area status has prevented the gradual loss of buildings of
townscape value in Bridge Street but the proliferation of modern signs and the mediocre
treatment of the ground floor frontages is cause for concern in that they in many cases detract
from the overall quality and character of the host building and suggest a lack of awareness and
care for the street’s unique architectural heritage. The standard of building maintenance and
upkeep is also in some cases clearly inadequate.
Sankey Street
The section of Sankey Street within the conservation area extends 100m west from Market
Gate. Its width varies from 7m at market gate to about 17m opposite Cairo Street. The north
frontage is occupied entirely by Golden Square. The alignment on the south side curves subtly
inwards towards Market Gate. Holy Trinity Church is set back by 5m from Market Gate, its
eastern and northern elevations being prominent features when viewed from Market Gate, though
its relationship with the inswept faÁade of no 1 Market Gate is somewhat awkward leaving a
re- entrant space between the two.
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Bridge Street as a whole.
Bridge Street clearly contains many fine buildings which embody architectural details and
materials which would be difficult to reproduce economically today. The consistency of scale,
richness of modelling and visual incident achieve a unified character despite the use of a
number of different and contrasting materials. These factors serve to give the street a strong and
legible visual identity. This is further reinforced by the spatial grouping at Market Gate and by the
high quality public realm treatment of the upper part of Bridge Street and Market Gate.
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Holy Trinity was upgraded to Grade
II* Listing on 7th September 2005. It dates
from 1758 and is in the style of James Gibb,
architect of nearby Bank Hall, (Warrington
Town Hall) with which it is contemporary.
The north and east elevations are rusticated
red sandstone with 4 round headed upper
windows and 3 lower with Gibb surround.
The north door has a triangular pediment
and flanking Tuscan Doric columns. The
west tower an octagonal structure
containing the town clock was added in
1862 to the design of W.P.Coron. The base
of the tower is red sandstone above which
is an iron louvered section. The clock
housing is square with domed roof.
No.11-13 is a narrow fronted 3 storey
building of brick with Portland stone
dressings. No 13-15 is a c. 1930s 3 storey
structure of 5 wide and 2 narrow bays
divided by pilasters with a form of
Corinthian capital. Panels between 1st and
2ndfloor windows have relief patterning.
Shop front and fascia modern.
Woolworths is a 3 storey Gothic revival
building of 1864 by John Douglas. It is red
sandstone with yellow sandstone details.
Windows in groups of 3-2-2-2 at first floor, 22-2-2, 2nd floor, all with pointed arches
separated by granite Columns. The cornice is
richly carved with arch and circle motifs. A
plaque RG 1864 refers to the original owner
being R.Garnett, the premises being the
showroom for their cabinet works. Despite its
bland modern fascia this Gothic style building
remains an important and rare feature of the
town’s architectural heritage. However
reference to old photos shows that the building once had a robust arched ground floor
providing a solid plinth for its superstructure.
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Barclays , formerly the Union Bank of Manchester Ltd; also Listed grade II is a 3 storey
Victorian building in a form of French renaissance style in red brick with exuberant buff
stone detailing including segmental headed windows with blocked architraves. Balconies
with ornate window surrounds are positioned on both splayed corners over the entrances,
(the east one is bricked up).
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Natwest bank of 1847 by Walters of Manchester. 2 storeys but of similar overall height to
Woolworths. Originally the premises of the Manchester and Liverpool District Banking Co.
Buff sandstone in 5 bays divided by deep pilasters at ground floor which provide bases for first
floor attached Corinthian columns. Circular marble panels are inset in to the pilasters. Ground
floor windows are round headed; first are rectangular sashes.
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The listed buildings on Sankey Street are of value as a cohesive group of commercial
buildings of the Victorian era, complemented by the 18thC Church.
Immediately to the west of Cairo Street the 3 storey bulk of the T.J.Hughes department
store dominates the street. Originally built 1908 for the Co- operative society under the
guidance of the Reverend P.P. Carpenter of nearby Cairo Street Chapel*, the store once
featured impressive full width first floor display windows. Now the main features of
architectural interest are confined to the 2nd storey. It is in hard red brick with portland stone
dressings including cupola type towers at each corner and massive pedimented round arched
windows. The building was contemporary with the first stage Market Gate and in a similar
beaux arts style. The faÁade is liberally adorned with swags, drapes, scrolls and scallops,
conveying an image of wealth and bounty. The building is not within the present boundary of
the conservation area but would be worthy of inclusion because of its street scene value and it
representation of Edwardian shopping architecture.
* Changing Warrington 1770,s-1990’s Janice Hayes.
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Cairo Street
Barclays bank extends along Cairo Street in the form of a 3 storey wing in red sandstone, 5
bays with end corbel brackets to deep cornice below second floor. Above is open balustrade in
stone. Indicated in the 1908 street directory as Union Bank Chambers, its occupants once
included the renowned architectural practice of William and Segar Owen. Latterly it was the
gents outfitters department of the Coop store. Cairo Street Unitarian Church is a plain gable
structure, with 4 round headed windows at lower and upper level. It originates from 1744 but
was altered and repaired 1863. It is annotated on the 1851 OS as a Presbyterian Chapel. Its south
gabled elevation contains a large round headed window with Gothic style tracery, flanked by
two pedimented doors. It faces onto a walled churchyard which contains several large trees. The
Churchyard boundary to Cairo Street is a brick panelled retaining wall, now heavily eroded.
Ornate stone piers contain decorative wrought iron gates on the Cairo Street side and on the
south side. On the eastern side of the churchyard, a 2 storey Tudor style storey Church hall, abuts
onto the adjacent Garnetts cabinet works.

The hall is in red brick with
badly eroded stone mullioned
windows, now boarded up. At the
southern end of the Church yard is
the former Sunday School 1882, also
boarded up, which contains a small
courtyard. This once had iron
railings which have disappeared
leaving the site open to misuse. The
air of dereliction which pervades this
once well kept enclave is of great
concern as the area is of undoubted
conservation and townscape merit.
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Opposite is No 15 Cairo Street,
adjacent to the former Cooperative
store. It has a modern shopfront ,now
a restaurant, but above is a red brick
faÁade which features painted stone or
stucco quoins and central pediment
with beehive motif and swags. It was
once the head offices of the Warrington
Equitable Industrial Cooperative
Society Ltd. The return front to Egypt
Street is more or less original. It was in
existence by 1908, probably
contemporary with the store itself.
Opposite, nos 2,4,6/8 Egypt Street comprise a group of early 19thC 2 storey town
houses in old red brick,Flemish bond with flat gauged brick arches to doors and windows.
No 6/8 has a central door with round arch and surrounds in painted stone or stucco.
The public realm of Cairo Street is
unremarkable being a carriageway of about
5.5 m wide with only 8-9m between
opposite buildings. This does however
provide a sense of enclosure which is not
uncomfortable. Undoubtedly the presence
of the Churchyard with its overhanging trees
contributes to the quality of the street scene.
The massive bulk of Garnetts cabinet works
looms over the Churchyard but sufficiently
far away from the highway so as not to
dominate it.
The lofty brick and stone water tower
associated with this works with its crenellated
tank is the town centre’s other notable skyline
feature.
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Public Realm
Bridge Street, Sankey Street and Market Gate remain as the core streets of the town centre
shopping area, linking the modern retail
development of Golden Square in the northwest quadrant with the Market Hall and southeast quadrant shopping area. During the
daytime, the new pedestrian spaces are
bustling with pedestrian movement. Market
Gate in particular is clearly a popular
meeting place especially for young people
and a place generally to pause and watch the
world go by.
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6.5 Public Realm and Townscape
‘Public Realm’ refers to those parts of the town centre that are generally accessible to the
public and the features contained within such spaces such as paving surfaces and street furniture.
It may refer also to features on private land which have a public amenity value for example trees
and green spaces.
‘Townscape’ is a convenient term for describing the total visual experience of an urban area,
especially the relationship between buildings and spaces and their wider setting. Key views,
landmark buildings, changes in level and the extent of enclosure or openness will be important
townscape factors. ‘Textural aspects’ for example in the materials used for buildings and surfaces
may also be relevant. In describing the townscape of an area the changing aspects derived from
movement through the area will be important factors, for example in the sequence of views which
open up along a curving street. Thus there is a strong relationship between the quality of the
public realm and the overall townscape character of an area.

Bridge Street north of Rylands Street, was
converted into a pedestrian precinct in the
1980s. After the Bridge Street bomb outrage
in 1993, the pedestrian zone was fully
remodelled in a holistic design based upon
the ‘River of Life’ theme conceptualised by
artist Stephen Broadbent, the centrepiece of
which is his sculpted water feature.
The sculpture represents a symbol of
continuing life, reconciliation and reflection,
as a memorial to the two young boys who
lost their lives so tragically. A dedication
plaque has been erected on 38- 45 Bridge
Street.
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York stone slabs have been laid on the line of the footways, which provide a visual plinth
for the frontages, the former carriageway being surfaced with small granite cubes.
Complementary street furniture includes
bronze plaques designed by local schools
set into the granite cube paving and the
course of the River Mersey through the
town has been represented symbolically in
the paving design.
A number of trees were introduced
into the street and these have reached a
substantial size. Their canopies provide a
pleasing contrast to the stone paving and a
welcome natural element in an otherwise
wholly urban environment.
Street lighting columns of Victorian style contain heraldic shields referring to families
with local historic associations.

Bridge Street south of Rylands Street, remains open for service traffic and buses. Between
Rylands Street and Friars Gate the carriageway is block paved with the footways in Yorkstone
effect concrete slabs. The design of street lighting and guard rails are ‘bespoke’ designs
commissioned from artists rather than standard products.
Below Academy Way however Bridge Street has received no environmental
enhancement works. Tarmac surfaced footways are patched and the space is dominated by
the wide carriageway even though it is now only lightly trafficked. Utilitarian street lighting
and modern bus shelters do not enhance the frontages which manage to maintain some
dignity despite much discordant signage.
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However it is as noted in section 5.5
subject to intensive levels of evening
activity. In places the footways are not wide
enough to accommodate the pressure of
people especially where queues form
around the doors of bars and clubs. The
area around the junction of Bridge Street/
Friars Gate/Academy Way is particularly
problematic. As people move between
licensed premises the highway becomes a
chaotic mix of pedestrians and taxis and it
is remarkable that accidents are not more
commonplace.
Market Gate is paved in a contrasting manner using pink/grey granite slabs. Its centrepiece
is a circular water feature on a raised dais, the whole being surrounded by a ring of sculpted
columnar forms. The design of the space,
by US artist Howard Ben Tre, reflects the
circular plan of the enclosing facades and
the freestanding columns allude to the
pilasters on the elevations of the
enclosing buildings. The dais provides a
slightly elevated platform at the highest
point of the town centre, offering vistas
along the axes of the cross roads.
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The public realm of the lower section of Bridge Street appears shabby and neglected and is
of very poor quality in comparison with the improved sections.

When the original circus design was
unveiled, an elaborate central statuary
feature was envisaged. For many years the
centre was occupied by a landscaped but
functional traffic roundabout. Thus the recent completion of the present remodelling scheme is
the first time for nearly a century that Market Gate has finally been given a design treatment
appropriate to the grandeur and status of the space!
The pink granite paving material is carried through into Sankey Street. Its narrowness
prevents the introduction of obstructing features but where it opens out at the Golden Square
entrance opposite Cairo Street, trees and seats have been introduced.
Buttermarket Street and Horsemarket Street are also treated as a continuation of the Market
Gate theme but advantage has been taken of their width to introduce central planting beds and
step features. (Section 6.3)
The overall effect of the public realm works in the town centre has been to create a high
quality urban environment of unique character and a valued amenity which complements the
elegant buildings which enclose the spaces.
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The other streets in the Conservation
Area remain highways with no special
treatment. Barbauld Street is primarily a
service road characterised by service yards,
bins, ‘wirescape’ flues fans and other
extractors all of which lend the area a
shabby appearance and not the most
prepossessing setting for Holy Trinity Church
tower located prominently at its head.

A very narrow alley passes underneath
the clock tower providing an historic and
useful link to Sankey Street.

The Market Area
When the market hall was built on land
to the east of Bridge Street, the opportunity
was taken to create a pedestrian zone
between the backs of the properties on Bridge
Street and the market building and to open
up frontages
facing the market hall.
Dolman’s Lane was used as the principal
pedestrian link between the market hall and
Bridge Street. Because the market is built into
a sloping site, the pedestrian space becomes
an elevated walkway south of Dolman’s
Lane. Steps lead down into the Lion yard and
Halls Yard providing secondary pedestrian
links with Bridge Street.
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Townscape
Many aspects of the broader townscape for example, the quality of buildings and the spaces
which they contain, have already been considered under the various heading of this report.
Certain further features of the townscape however merit particular emphasis as follows:
Scale /Proportion
Almost without exception, the conservation area’s buildings harmonise with each other
and the width of the streets in regard to their
height, materials and the consistent vertical
emphasis which is a hallmark of traditional
building methods. These qualities are
reinforced by the deep modelling of facades
and repetitive rhythm of bays, generally of
5-6m width. Even the wider buildings are
divided into smaller bays by architectural
features such as pilasters, mullions, piers or
the grouping of windows. The modern
incursions also nearly all aim to reflect the
vertical emphasis and a degree of
modelling.
The only discordant facade is the no.17-19 Bridge Street which represents a rare 1950’s
‘utility’ style, probably now of historic interest in its own right! ( see 6.4).
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A number of buildings were erected to take advantage of the new frontage, some being
rearward extensions of existing shops eg Hancock and Wood. The architectural quality of some
of these buildings is lacklustre, whilst the paving and detailing of the perimeter walkways has
never attained the quality of the more recent public realm works in the town centre.
The public spaces abutting onto the market hall are however excluded from the
Conservation Area.

Key Views and Vistas
The towers of Holy Trinity and
Garnett’s water tower are important town
centre landmarks visible from surprising
positions at a distance from the town
centre, for example from south of
Bridgefoot.
The water tower is a very prominent
skyline feature from the Bank Quay railway
bridge.
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From Buttermarket Street the Clock
tower stands above Market Gate denoting the
very heart of the town centre.
It is vital that the key views towards these
town centre landmarks are protected from
any future development of tall buildings.
The subtle curvature of all the streets
within the Conservation Area provides interesting serial views, for example south along
Bridge Street progressively revealing the
western elevations. The views along Sankey
Street and Cairo Street also reveal oblique
views of elevations which would not be possible if the streets were dead straight as in
much new world planning for example. From
Market Gate, the view along Sankey Street is
dominated by the impressive cupola towers
of the T.J. Hughes building, formerly the
Co-op store. This building is presently outside the Conservation Area but clearly
contributes to the townscape and should be
included.
Market Gate provides a vantage point along all its axes, benefiting from its elevated
position. Beyond Bridgefoot, the middle distance prospect is occupied by a motley
collection of shed roofs. Should the opportunity arise for redevelopment in this area, efforts
should be made to exploit the townscape potential of the location by creating another
landmark building. Within the Conservation Area, views into and out from alleys provide
contrasts with the vistas along the main streets.
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Townscape weaknesses
Generally the overall impression of buildings, spaces and the public realm is good over the
majority of the Conservation Area. However, it breaks down in one conspicuous location
notably the intersection of Academy Way and Bridge Street which created a 25m gap, breaking
the continuity of frontage and impeding pedestrian movement. The gap reveals a panorama
taking in the Market hall, footbridge, multi-storey car park, a glass office block and other
modern intrusions. The prominent south-eastern corner is occupied by various modern
structures of very mediocre quality.
The scar left by the breaking through of Academy Way has never been resolved and the
buttressed gable of no. 73 remains like a relic of the blitz.
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Cairo Street has a more enclosed spatial character, representing a transition from
commercial to domestic scale from north to south with the Churchyard trees a central feature.
Its only discordant feature is the view
southwards which is dominated by the
looming bulk of the telephone exchange.
Opposite the Unitarian Church, the views
west on Egypt Street reveal the close
proximity of Queen’s Gardens, the
centrepiece of the Palmyra Conservation
Area.

This area should be a priority for an urban design project to diminish the impact of
Academy Way upon Bridge Street including for example consideration of narrowing of the
frontage gap to accord with the Friars Gate gap which is only 12m beyond the splayed corner.
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Barbauld Street north of Rylands Street is, as noted, a service road of low amenity value,
however its visual impact upon the conservation area as a whole is limited to the direct views
northwards from Rylands Street.
The other principal cause of detriment to the quality of the townscape is the mediocre
quality of many commercial ground floor frontages and the proliferation of ugly signage.

The various features of the public realm and townscape outlined above are indicated in
Figure 9 previously.
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The Cairo Street Church is 18thC origin but
its brickwork probably dates from its renovation
in the mid -19thC. 18thC red brown weathered
brickwork is visible on the west and south
elevations of Holy Trinity Church.
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6.6 Materials and Details
Section 6.4 of this report has illustrated the wide palette of construction materials found
within the conservation area. Brick is the
predominant material and examples of
the early 19thC rich red or red/brown
hand made types from local sources can
still be found, for example in nos. 123133 Bridge Street.

The rebuilding of the west side of
Bridge Street displays the use of the harder
machine made red brick, probably from
Ruabon in Wales or Accrington, Lancashire
made accessible from the mid -19thC by
the railways.
Many of the older buildings feature
stone lintels, sills, columns and other
details. This is usually a buff gritstone but
is often over-painted. Buildings which use
sandstone or gritstone for particular
architectural effect include Woolworth’s,
Nat West bank, Barclay’s bank and the
former Palace Theatre, (Brannigan’s).
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The local red sandstone which tends
to be susceptible to erosion is extensively
used in Holy Trinity Church.
It is also found in details such as the
gate piers of Cairo Street Church.

Terracotta is also in widespread use in
panels for decoration or for intricate
moulded features. A number of buildings are
rendered, for example the HSBC bank, or have
over-painted brickwork eg the Lion
{Terracotta, literally, ‘fired earth’ became
a popular cladding material from the 1860s
when it was used for the Albert Hall and the
Victoria and Albert Museum}.
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Reference has already been made to the form of glazed terracotta known as ‘faience.’
This is the Conservation Area’s most distinctive material, permitting a rich variety of
decoration and conveying an impression of
elegance and opulence. Its maintenance and
repair is however a specialist task. The material is
susceptible to damage of the protective glaze or
‘fire-skin.’ Great caution has to be exercised in
cleaning which may damage the very thin glaze.
With the passage of time and the effects of weather
and exposure, it will be an issue of concern that
remedial work is carried out when necessary and
in the correct manner.
Portland stone is used in combination with
red brick at Market Gate to provide a sharp
contrast between the background and the applied
detail of quoins, window surrounds, columns and
other details.
The varied types of building material do not
appear discordant. They harmonise by reason of
the consistent scale and modelling of the
elevations and their vertical emphasis.
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Elaborate details are, as described in 6.4, integral to the elevations of many buildings
especially the faience group, and are too
numerous to list. Whimsical features such
as the rooftop pelican, Buttermarket
Street, (alluding to a former inn), the
‘head’ keystone at Hart’s Place, the more
modern sign at Hall Yard, and various old
sign brackets, augment the architectural
background and add to the distinctiveness of the place. In the public realm,
features such as the old lighting column
and bollards at Rylands Street, are
complemented by the modern artworks
and paving detail.
The Disability Discrimination Act has led to a number of buildings being equipped with
external ramps. As yet these have not had a significant impact upon the street scene within the
conservation area, though a number exist elsewhere within the town centre. A notable
example within the Conservation Area is the new external ramp to Holy Trinity Church which
is an excellent example of good practice using robust details and matching sandstone.
Guidance on the provision of such facilities for historic buildings is provided by English
Heritage in their recent publication, ‘Easy Access to Historic Buildings’
6.7 General Condition ; Intrusion and Damage
The built form
Since conservation area designation in 1980, the loss of historic frontage has been
minimal, though it may be argued that the reconstruction of the Academy and the Lamb Inn
represent a loss of heritage. Demolition has been confined to the rear parts of nos. 26-30, nos.
39-45 and the modern Rylands House office block. (Ref diagram 3).
To that extent, conservation area status has been instrumental in holding back the erosion
of the historic character and heritage of the town centre.
As observed in this analysis, most buildings appear superficially to be in generally in
good order. However a number, especially on lower Bridge Street, though clearly occupied,
have a neglected appearance with peeling paintwork, damaged rainwater goods, vegetation
growing out of the chimney and gutters.
Poor quality signage, including temporary banners, adds to the air of neglect,
exacerbated by redundant signs, sometimes with old phone numbers. There is a perception of
a lack of investment.
* In Bridge Street the major current concern is the state of the Lion Inn as one of its
principal Listed buildings and the only surviving example of a coaching dating from the 18thC
* The Cairo Street Chapel is itself in relatively good order, however the boundary wall, is in
need of repair, and the curtilage buildings are in a serious state of disrepair.
To date a full survey of the use of upper floors has not been carried out. From casual
observation it would appear that some upper floors are not being used to their potential. This
could be a disincentive to maintain and manage the properties effectively and lead to their
gradual deterioration.
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The loss of original shopfronts although in many cases of long standing, is all the more
regrettable where their modern equivalents are unrelated to the upper elevations and use
corporate styles using unsympathetic modern materials and means of illumination.
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Concern must also be expressed in regard to minor alterations of listed buildings
especially signage, evidently without consent which over time will erode of the character of
the building and the conservation area as a whole.
It is the loss of details rather than buildings that has caused the most damage. The
introduction of modern signage and shopfronts, has changed the character of the shopping
streets of Bridge Street and Sankey Street from one of the best shopping streets in the County to
a mix of chain stores with standardised signs, often at odds with the historic buildings. It is
noted that a number of properties on lower Bridge Street have started to introduce upvc
windows to their upper floors.

The introduction of roller shutters to historic buildings is also a cause of concern, as this
feature often leads to boxes which project above the pavement, and visible when shutters are
both open or closed. The choice of inappropriate roller shutter can cause damage to the
historic environment.
This issue is likely to become more significant with problems of anti social behaviour
associated with the drinking culture, now entrenched in the town centre as businesses
understandably seek to protect their shop windows.
Figure 12 illustrates an assessment of the quality of shopfronts and signage on commercial
premises. These are graded in terms of their impact upon the character of the conservation
area which may be positive, neutral i.e those which neither enhance nor detract, or negative,
i.e those which have a generally detrimental impact. Inevitably such an assessment involves a
degree of subjectivity but is based upon the principles set out in the Council’s shopfront design
guidance. Those considered neutral may include modern shopfront designs using good quality
materials and suitable method of illumination which are reasonably well related to the host
building. Those considered negative may include those with internally illuminated box signs,
roller shutters, or signage poorly related to the host building and its structural features. Signage
is ephemeral and can of course change - for beter or worse - over a short timescale.
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Figure 12 : Shopfront/Building Quality

In certain instances there is
unfortunate juxtaposition of highway
signs and heritage features for example
the no-entry and one-way signs adjacent
to the former town houses and the
Churchyard wall in Cairo Street and near
the Academy.
In the remodelled streets efforts
have clearly been made to diminish the
presence of necessary regulatory sign, in
some cases by affixing to buildings
avoiding the use of poles.
Car parking is intrusive in Cairo Street but a necessary facility especially for those with
disabilities. Elsewhere the presence of vehicular traffic is not overly intrusive because of the
diversionary routes now available, though Bridge Street below Rylands Street is a busy bus
route and the cross route Academy Way - Friars Gate is well trafficked.
During the day, Bridge Street above Friars Gate, Sankey Street, Market Gate and Buttermarket
Street bustle with a large volume of pedestrian traffic. However at night, activity is centred
around lower Bridge Street where there is a concentration of public houses, bars and
take-aways. These take- away premises that are quieter by day and busier by night dominate
lower Bridge Street, They tend to have often tawdry illuminated signs that can detract from the
architectural detail of a building, especially when they are competing for trade with other
establishments nearby. A board adverts and commercial wheeled bins on the footways are
evident and are visually intrusive and obstructive.
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The public realm
Without doubt the main change in the character of the conservation area since designation
has been the removal of traffic and
re-modelling of the public realm. This can
only be described as positive.
Pedestrianisation has at a stroke removed
much of the signage clutter needed for
the management of traffic.
There is however a marked
disparity between the quality of the
‘improved’ streets and those parts which
have not been so treated. Detrimental
features include the use of grey poles
for highway signage and their
proliferation in certain locations notably
the junction of Bridge Street and
Academy Way and in the Bridgefoot area.
Galvanised pedestrian guard railings in this location also detract from the street scene. In the
lower part of Bridge Street the paved surfaces are a mix of tarmac and concrete flags and are
in places damaged and patched.
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7 ISSUES FOR CONSERVATION AREA MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
7.1 Problems, pressure and capacity for change
The preceding section has highlighted some of the perceived negative factors affecting
the conservation area. The capacity for inappropriate change for listed buildings is in theory less
than the capacity for change to unlisted buildings. However in some cases only the facades of
Listed Buildings have been protected from alteration and the interiors now bear little relation to
the elevations. Listed status has not prevented the incursion of inappropriate or mediocre shopfronts
and signage nor does it guarantee good stewardship or maintenance, as exemplified by the Lion
Inn.
The lower part of Bridge Street, has the higher proportion of unlisted buildings, and thus
more capacity for inappropriate alterations. This part of the conservation area, which is visible
from Bridgefoot, has suffered particularly from the introduction of inappropriate signage, new
shop fronts and new windows.
The introduction of non- traditional windows and doors and other modernisation’s to
historic properties is increasing, and this erosion of historic details threatens to undermine the
special interest of the Conservation Area.
There is scope for improvement in that a large majority of the above changes are
reversible, either as a result of enforcement action or, by negotiation. Appropriate signage would
benefit the commercial properties, and a reduction in the street clutter would provide positive
benefits to the street scene.
Ultimately buildings can only survive if they are occupied by viable uses. Over time,
Bridge Street except for the northernmost section has lost its status as the town’s premier
shopping street. The major expansion of Golden Square may move the retail centre of gravity yet
further from Bridge Street. The gradual take over of lower Bridge Street by A3 uses has not
however guaranteed high standards of maintenance or presentation.
Shifts in the pattern of commercial activity in the town centre will increasingly pose challenges
to the retention of good quality tenancies and sustaining the upkeep of the buildings themselves.
It will be necessary to ensure that permitting changes of use in the interests of
maintaining viability is not accompanied by a deterioration in the presentation of the building
concerned.
7.2 Conservation Area Management Issues
A Management Plan for Bridge Street Conservation Area should address the following key
issues: Issues relating to buildings:
* The repair/restoration of the curtilage buildings and setting of Cairo Street Church should be
pursued as a matter of urgency.
* The restoration of viable occupation to all parts of the Lion Inn and its appropriate repair/
renovation should be pursued with the owners also as a matter of urgency;
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The recent installation at no. 22-24 is an example of a sympathetic shopfront of good
quality, showing what can be achieved by the rigorous application of the Council’s design
policies and guidelines.
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* Investigating unauthorised signage including the display of pavement A boards, shopfronts
and roller shutter installations and pursuing their removal or replacement by more appropriate
designs.
* Investigating and pursuing by enforcement means if necessary, other types of unauthorised
external works involving the detrimental alteration of buildings, including for example the
installation of flues, extractors, alterations to windows. Likewise the removal of important
architectural features such as glazing bars, chimneys, balconies, where such action can be
legally supported. These tasks will involve a programme of survey and research to identify the
offending items and establish whether they are actionable.
* The imposition of an Article 4 Direction removing permitted development rights for certain
alterations to the buildings to be investigated.
* Periodic photographic studies to be made of the conservation area to monitor its character
and appearance and to ensure that any unauthorised works are identified and acted upon
within an appropriate timescale.
* Establishing a dialogue with the owners of buildings especially the Listed Buildings in regard
to their maintenance and upkeep, including for example removing vegetation from upper
levels.
* Carrying out a survey of the utilisation of upper floors to identify the potential for re- use.
* The rigorous application of the Council’s shopfront design guidance.

Issues relating to the public realm
The poor quality public realm of the lower part of Bridge Street combines with the
mediocre quality of some of its ground floor frontages to convey an air of neglect and an area
which is undervalued. This is heightened by the sharp contrast with the improved sections.
Remodelling of the public realm of lower Bridge Street would help to restore confidence of
property owners and in the long run might encourage higher quality shopfronts and indeed
types of business.
* Priority should be given to the preparation of a scheme of enhancement of the public realm
of Bridge Street below Academy Way and its subsequent implementation following a
consultation process. The design will need to accommodate the changing patterns of
pedestrian activity and vehicle movement between day and evening. It will also need to
ensure that the surveillance of the area by CCTV is not compromised by the introduction of
tree planting or other features.
* Similarly, an urban design study should be commissioned in relation to the area around the
junction of Bridge Street and Academy Way with the aim of closing the frontage gap caused by
the inner circulatory road and better integrating the upper and lower parts of the street.
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* Highways signs and street furniture are clearly necessary to regulate access and traffic
movement. However there may be scope when signs are changed to have black posts which
would blend better with their background and railings of a more traditional design rather than
the usual galvanised types. In addition a study of the scope for rationalising the number and
positions of highway signs should be undertaken. The opportunity should be sought to fix signs
to walls where appropriate to reduce the visual clutter. The Bridgefoot area and Academy Way
are particular areas for attention.
* The minor alleys and passages are an important link with the town centre’s historic plan but in
some cases eg Hart’s Place they are misused and untidy. These would be better secured by
traditional wrought iron type gates.
The issues outlined above are those which have arisen from this appraisal so far. Further
matters pertinent to a conservation area management strategy may arise from consultation
following this report.
7.3 Suggested boundary changes
The boundary of the Bridge Street Conservation Area, is based on the land boundaries
that existed just prior to its designation. As land is developed over time, this has led to a
peculiar land boundary that in places bears no relationship to the current site. There are
situations where the boundary runs through a site, and it is not clear from the ground where the
boundary actually lies.
As Conservation Area boundaries are reviewed, this provides opportunities for sites that
no longer have the criteria worthy of designation to be excluded from the conservation area,
and/or adjoining areas that were previously overlooked to be included, or to include additional
land where the conservation area boundary was drawn tightly around buildings without
attention being paid to their setting.
It is considered that there are 6 areas that should be added to the conservation area, these
are:
* The entire public realm area of Market Gate. The current conservation area dissects the
fountain. It would appear logical for the whole of this feature to be included within the Bridge
Street Conservation Area.
* The main building of T.J. Hughes has a fine facade and contributes greatly to the architecture
of that area. It is considered that this building deserves greater recognition, and inclusion within
the conservation area. The present CA boundary cuts through the building in an arbitrary
manner.
The 1995 Bridge Street extension saw the inclusion of the Garnett cabinet works within the
conservation area. It is acknowledged that this inclusion was drawn quickly and as a result of
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* The conservation area boundary runs halfway through The Academy at Bridge Foot. It is
noted that a large proportion of this building is an extension to the listed building, however, it
would be more practical for the entire Academy site to be included within the conservation
area.
* Crown Chambers off Academy Way is partly within the conservation area. To include parts
of buildings could lead to confusion and uncertainty and it would be preferable for the whole
of the building to be included.
* The War Memorial at Bridgefoot is presently out-with the Conservation Area though
contiguous to the bridge, which is included. The War Memorial, set within floral planting
beds, is visually strongly related to the southern edge of the town centre at Bridgefoot. Adding
in the War Memorial site and its balustrade which forms a continuation of the bridge
balustrade would be a logical extension affording further recognition of the architectural and
social significance of this imposing feature with its sword obelisk and semi-circular wall
containing the rolls of honour. Plaques have been added in recent times to commemorate the
Burma Campaign and to record the loss of local men in the Northern Ireland campaign.
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the threat of demolition of those buildings, and as such has protected the buildings since that
time. However the boundary as drawn excludes the carriageway of Barbauld Street and the
adjoining property, Rusgan House, a former industrial building of 4 storeys, now commercial
premises.
* Including Rusgan House within the conservation area, would afford the other remaining
industrial building within the town centre a degree of protection.

The Eastern boundary of the conservation area, does not take into account the revised
land ownership and boundaries, with the boundary line being ambiguous in places. It is
considered that the line be revised to take into account current boundaries where this is
currently unclear, this would lead to small areas of land being included, and small areas of
land being excluded to take into account boundaries evident on the ground.
The proposed boundary changes are indicated in Figure 8.
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Appendix 1 Legal Framework and Policy Contrext
A1.1 Legal Framework
As noted Conservation Area Consent is required from the local planning authority for the
demolition of unlisted buildings within a conservation area. Planning Permission may also be
required for development that may not be required outside a conservation area such as some
extensions to houses and buildings within the curtilage e.g. garages and sheds.
Section 69 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 states that;
Every local planning authority shall from time to time determine which parts of their area are areas of special architectural or
historic interest the character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance, and
shall designate those areas as conservation areas.
It shall be the duty of a local planning authority from time to time to review the past
exercise of functions under this section and to determine whether any parts or any further parts
of their area should be designated as conservation areas; and, if they so determine, they shall
designate those parts accordingly.
Section 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, requires
that special attention shall be paid in the exercise of planning functions to the desirability of
preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of a conservation area. This special
attention would relate to the determination of planning applications, where additional
requirements may be required to preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the
conservation area, it would also relate to the adoption of suitable policies in development plans.
A1.2 National Context
Planning Policy Guidance Note 15 (PPG15) provides the national policy framework for
Planning and the Built Environment which incorporates Conservation Areas (CA).
The planning system is currently under reform, PPG’s will be revised as Planning Policy
Statement (PPS), although PPG15 is yet to be revised and therefore remains in situ.
PPG15 prescribes that Conservation policy should address the quality of townscape in its
broadest sense as well as the protection of individual buildings.
PPG15 provides the overall framework for developing policy at the regional and local
level - both of which are discussed in more detail below.
LPAs have a duty under Section 69 to review Conservation Areas from time to time.
Furthermore the designation of a Conservation Area gives the Local Planning Authority (LPA) the
ability to control development within the Conservation Area and ensures the setting of the
Conservation Area is not compromised to its detriment.
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Regional Planning Guidance for the North West (RPG13) became the Regional Spatial
Strategy (RSS) under the new planning system. RPG13 is currently under review, however, the
policies within RPG13 are still relevant, particularly; ER3 (Built Heritage) and ER4
(Contribution of Built Heritage to Regeneration) are relevant in formulating Local Policy.
A1.4 Local Policy
The Unitary Development Plan (UDP) 2006 is the adopted development plan for
Warrington. However, under the new planning system this is now under review and will be
replaced by a Local Development Framework (LDF).
Relevant UDP policies include;
BH6 - Designation and Review of Conservation Areas
BH7/8 - Development in Conservation Areas.
A2 The Management Plan
The Management Plan will provide a strategy to preserve and enhance the
Conservation Area and will pick up on the issues identified in the appraisal.
It is intended that the Management Plan will be formulated as a Supplementary
Planning Document (SPD) at a future date. The adoption of the Management Plan as an SPD
will ensure alignment with the LDF.
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A1.3 Regional Policy

A3 Enforcement Issues.
This requirement to preserve or enhance would also relate to the enforcement controls
applicable within the conservation area, to ensure that authorised development is carried out
in accordance with the approved plan, planning conditions are adhered to, and to the
investigation of unauthorised works. Enforcement powers will be useful in the preservation or
enhancement of the Bridge Street conservation area, as the introduction of unauthorised
developments can lead to a decline in its character and appearance. Pro-active enforcement,
whereby the whole conservation area is surveyed, and unauthorised works identified would be
beneficial to the Conservation Area. The designation of the area should be acknowledged
corporately when highway improvements are required. Conservation Area designation cannot
prevent items required for public safety, such as traffic lights, tactile paving, barriers and signs.
However the designation of the area should ensure that any highway repairs or improvements,
are carried out in a manner appropriate for such a designation, and care is taken to avoid
inappropriate materials and unnecessary clutter of our historic streets.
Similar consideration should be given by highway engineers and statutory undertakers,
when the area is maintained and a more corporate approach to the preservation or
enhancement of the conservation areas should be undertaken.
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A4

In March 2006, a public consultation exercise was undertaken whereby local residents and
businesses within the Bridge Street Conservation Area were consulted and their views sought
on what they believed to be the main characteristics of the Conservation Area.
-

-

-

-
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Premlinary Consultation

1 respondent was an owner of a building within the Bridge Street CA, 9 respondents
were tenants, and 9 were interested parties outside the Conservation Area.
All but 1 of the 10 tenants and owners were involved in commercial properties with
the other respondent being responsible for a church building.
6 respondents were aware of the Conservation Area designation prior to the
consultation process. The remaining respondents were not.
The majority of respondents identified the main character of the Conservation Area
as being the historic buildings, and attractive streetscapes, which were considered
to be a positive element in the Conservation Area.
The modern intrusions such as new shopfronts, and takeaways were considered as
negative elements.
Holy Trinity Church and Garnetts water tower and cabinet works were identified as
being among the most important buildings within the Conservation Area.
Six respondents thought the area was well preserved and 12 thought it was not.
However, all of the six were either the owner or tenants working within the
Conservation Area.
One respondent did not consider that the area was threatened by new development,
the remaing respondents did, with the loss of historic buildings, or the erosion of the
character by the introduction of more takeaways and taxis at Lower Bridge Street.
Seven of the respondents would wish to see additional controls in place.

